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1. INTRODUCTION 

The fourth industrial revolution or Industry 4.0 (I4) exploits 
machines that are augmented by means of internet connections 
and sensor networks and are controlled by intelligent systems 
capable of monitoring the entire production chain and making 
autonomous decisions [1], [2]. This enables workpiece 
production with high levels of adaptability in terms of 
manufacturing conditions and design adjustments, which 
ultimately results in high-quality manufacturing at high yields [3], 
[4]. In detail, the I4 paradigm encompasses technologies that 
belong to two broad categories, often known as digital and 
physical worlds. The former includes the Internet of Things 
(IoT), big data, and cloud computing and allows wireless 
collection of data from physical objects (sensors, machines, and 
products) as well as their real-time processing, and is aimed at 
improving production and logistics efficiency. The second group 
comprises robots and manufacturing tools that are digitally 
controlled and perform machining operations that are capable of 
shaping materials according to a specific design.  

Over the past few decades, significant efforts have been 
directed toward the growth of the digital world, which currently 
offers multiple IoT elements (sensors, actuators, and nodes) [5], 
[6] and wireless communication protocols such as Zigbee, 5G, 
and LTE [7]-[9]. The physical world can now include 
autonomous robots, although it is still looking for a suitable 
manufacturing method, often referred to as a ‘machine tool 4.0’ 
(MT4.0) [10]. The ideal candidate should be capable of 
performing multiple operations, such as the cutting, punching, 
forming, and welding of a large range of functional materials, 
ideally at high speed and with design flexibility. However, 
traditional tools only fulfil a few of these requests. For instance, 
computer numerical control (CNC) milling machines can cut 
several materials, such as wood, metals, plastics, glass, and foams, 
but operate only in subtractive mode, typically with one material 
at a time, and suffer from mechanical wear issues. Their additive 
counterparts, such as fused deposition modelling and ink-jet 
printing, are significantly more flexible in pattern selection but 
typically operate with a reduced number of materials; their 
compatibility with metals, arguably the most widely used 
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resource in industry, is limited [11], [12]. Recent attempts to 
address these issues with hybrid systems that combine additive 
and subtractive methods have led to complex machine tools with 
limited speed and high costs [13]. 

A family of technologies capable of solving the problems 
encountered with traditional methods is laser direct writing 
(LDW) [14]. LDW can use a laser beam to either alter a 
controlled volume of material causing localised damage to a 
surface (subtractive operation) or can transfer a specified amount 
of material onto a workpiece (additive operation). In both cases, 
the desired pattern is first drawn with computer-aided design 
(CAD) and then sequentially etched or built by scanning the 
sample with the laser beam. These peculiarities make LDW a 
good choice as a machine tool for I4 [15]. LDW is compatible 
with metals [16], ceramics [17], polymers [18], and more exotic 
materials such as wood [19] and leather [20]. Furthermore, being 
capable of both subtractive and additive operations, LDW can 
implement multiple machining processes, such as printing [21], 
depositing [22], the joining [23] of various materials, and the 
polishing [24], coating [25], and cleaning [26] of a surface. Finally, 
lasers are controlled numerically and can be connected to other 
physical or digital objects, enabling the realisation of laser-
based cyber-physical systems (CPSs) for advanced 
manufacturing. 

 So far, the application of LDW in I4 is limited to a few 
operations, namely laser ablation and sintering, and the reasons 
can be ascribed to its serial nature and limited flexibility and 
speed in terms of beam shape selection, which limit the 
manufacturing throughput. These constraints have spurred the 
development of methods for shaping a laser beam in a tuneable 
and controlled way. Examples include laser beam parallelisation 

with passive optical elements (gratings [27] and beams splitters 
[28]) or beam shaping by means of mask projection systems [29]. 
However, these methods lack tunability in terms of the number, 
position, and shape of the laser beams, thus impeding the real-
time correction and adjustment of the manufacturing process. 
This problem can be solved with active optical elements such as 
digital micromirror devices (DMD) [30] and spatial light 
modulators (SLM) [31] that allow for the generation of tuneable 
light patterns; however, they suffer from pixellation issues and 
long response times and can be easily damaged. 

We recently proved that rapid (in the sub-microsecond 
timescale) both-beam parallelisation (up to 35 beams) and the 
generation of complex and tuneable light patterns can be 
achieved through the interaction of laser and acoustic waves in a 
liquid [32], [33]. Our technology, acousto-optofluidics (AOF), 
enables high-throughput material processing without suffering 
from the problems (damage, pixellation, and speed) of 
conventional methods. Here, we present a detailed 
characterisation of the acousto-optofluidic cavity and the first 
results of its integration into an LDW system, aimed at proving 
its feasibility as a machine tool for I4. Specifically, we illustrate a 
simple (two-level) laser-based CPS with AOF functionalities for 
the high throughput additive and subtractive machining of 
various materials such as metals, polymers, and semiconductors. 

2. ACOUSTICALLY SHAPED LASER BEAM  

2.1. Acoustic cavity: design, implementation, and characterisation 

The key element of our technology is an acoustic resonant 
cavity capable of inducing stationary pressure waves in a liquid. 
Figure 1 a) shows a schematic of the cavity that encompasses two 

 

Figure 1. Implementation and characterisation of the acoustic cavity. a) Schematic description of the main components of the AOF cavity, which consists of 
four rectangular (2 cm × 1 cm) piezoelectric plates, a metallic cylindrical container (Ø = 2.54 cm), and two circular glass windows. b) Optical images of a 
disassembled AOF cavity. The inset shows a magnified view of the piezoelectric plates, assembled according to rectangular symmetry. c) Transfer functions 
(amplitude and phase) of the cavity. d) Crosstalk (amplitude) between the X- and Y-axis of the cavity. The blue symbols denote the experimental data, while 
the yellow lines are the best-fit resonance functions. 
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couples of rectangular piezoelectric plates, with each pair being 
perpendicular to the other. The cavity is placed in a metallic 
cylinder and two glass circular windows seal the device with the 
help of O-rings. The two holes in the cylinder are for electrical 
connections between the piezoelectric elements and external 
instrumentation (waveform generator and amplifier). Figure 1 b) 
shows an optical image of the main components of the cavity, 
which has a final size of 2 cm3. 

The application of sinusoidal signals to the piezoelectric pair 
generates vibrations in the liquid. Propagation of these acoustic 
waves along the X- and Y-axes can be described by solving the 
damped acoustic wave equation with appropriate boundary 
conditions [33], [34]. On resonance, standing acoustic and, 
hence, density waves are present in the cavity at resonant 
frequencies given by the following equation: 

𝑓r = 𝑚 
𝑐s

2 𝑤
, (1) 

where 𝑐s is the speed of sound in the liquid (𝑐s = 1490 m/s in 

water at room temperature), 𝑤 = 1 cm is the distance between 

the piezoelectric plates of each couple, and 𝑚 is an odd integer 
that identifies the resonance cavity order. Figure 1 c) shows the 
measured transfer function for both amplitude and phase 
between the piezoelectric plates of the same couple. A resonance 

is clearly visible at 𝑓r ≈ 1 MHz that corresponds to the 13th 
harmonic. Notably, the resonance has a good quality factor 

(Q ≈ 290), which helps to filter out undesired contributes such 
as noise and environmental signals. Interestingly, the crosstalk, 
namely the transfer function between the piezoelectric plates of 
different pairs, has also a peak at such a resonant frequency but 
with a significantly smaller amplitude – roughly one order of 
magnitude (see Figure 1. d). 

2.2. Laser diffraction through the acoustic cavity 

The previous section enables the prediction of the resonant 
conditions for the cavity and the driving frequencies of the 
piezoelectric plates that result in standing acoustic waves in the 
liquid. What remains is understanding how the laser beam that 
travels through the cavity (along the Z-axis) is diffracted by 
sound. To shed light on this point, we must first determine how 
the stationary acoustic waves alter the refractive index of the 
liquid. On resonance, the induced vibrations cause a periodic 
modulation of the density of the liquid, which, according to the 
Lorentz–Lorenz model, translates into a periodic refractive index 
that can be calculated with [33]: 

𝑛(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑛0 + Δ𝑛 cos(2 π 𝑓r 𝑡) cos (
2 π 𝑓r

𝑐s
𝑥), (2) 

where 𝑛0 is the static refractive index of the liquid and Δn the 
peak of the induced variations. The latter depends on both the 
amplitude and frequency of the driving signals [32], [33]. Based 
on Equation 2, we can anticipate that the cavity behaves as an 
oscillating periodic grating capable of diffracting the incident 
light. Specifically, Figure 2 shows the effects of the AOF cavity 
on a Gaussian laser beam when combined with a telescope. In 
the focal plane of the first lens, the oscillating grating diffracts 
the laser beam into multiple beamlets [32]. The number, spacing, 
and intensity of each diffracted spot can be controlled by 
properly adjusting the driving parameters, such as amplitude, 
frequency, and the phase of the signals applied to the 
piezoelectric plates. As such, the AOF cavity enables laser 
parallelisation, provides an enhancement in the throughput 
roughly equal to the number of spots, and is only limited by the 
energy of the laser. 

The AOF system also enables more complex light shaping. 
Specifically, after passing through the second converging lens, 
the diffracted beamlets interfere, generating an intensity pattern. 
Notably, the generated pattern can be controlled with the same 
parameters that control the beamlets. The phase, in particular, 
allows ultra-fast pattern selection when a pulsed laser with a 
duration much smaller than the temporal period of the driving 
signals is used [32], [33]. In this case, the laser pulse interacts with 
an instantaneous refractive index profile (see Equation 2) that 
can be selected by delaying the arrival of the laser with respect to 
the temporal period of the driving signal and, thus, with 
nanosecond resolution. In this configuration, the AOF system 
can boost the throughput of an LDW machine by scanning the 
material surface region-by-region rather than point-by-point.  

3. CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEM FOR LASER MANUFACTURING  

Figure 3 a) schematically describes the architecture of a laser-
based cyber-physical workstation with AOF functionalities. The 
station is organised in two levels: physical and digital. The former 
handles the operations that are necessary for the manufacturing 
of the workpiece and is connected to the digital one through a 
network (a private network in the current setup), which provides 
the physical world with access to various users, computers, and 
data-storage systems. The mutual interaction between these 
levels results into a cyber-physical system in which information 
and actions can be monitored and synchronised between the 
“factory floor” and cyberspace. For instance, the digital level can 
collect data from the physical objects that, once processed, can 
be used to monitor the manufacturing process, compute the 
usage or wear of a physical object, or tag a workpiece. 

 

Figure 2. The optical setup used to generate multiple beamlets and 
interference patterns consists of an AOF cavity and two converging lenses. In 
the focal plane of the first lens, the AOF cavity diffracts the incident Gaussian 
beam (top) into multiple beamlets (middle) that, after passing through the 
second lens, interfere, forming a light pattern (bottom). The beamlets and 
interference in the figure were generated at the acoustic frequencies of 
1.37 MHz and 1.8 MHz, respectively. Scale bars are 200 µm. 
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3.1. Implementation of the physical space of a laser-based CPS 

The physical part of a laser-based cyber-physical system 
comprises several elements. The key component is an LDW 
station that consists of an ultrafast pulsed laser emitting 70-fs 

pulses at an operational wavelength of 800 nm, an upright 
microscope equipped with a long working-distance microscope 
objective (numerical aperture 0.55), a complementary metal–
oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) camera for real-time inspection 
of the workpiece, and an AOF cavity. A waveform generator 
provides the driving signals for proper AOF operation. For laser 
manufacturing using the interference patterns, the AOF cavity is 
conjugated to the workpiece plane by means of relay lenses. 
Simply removing one of these lenses enables the generation of 
multiple diffracted spots at the focal plane of the microscope 
objective. In both cases, high-throughput material processing 
can be achieved by using a motorised XYZ stage to displace the 
sample relative to the acoustically shaped light (see Figure 3 b). 
Complex patterns can be prepared by varying the resonances, i.e. 
by controlling the driving parameters while scanning the sample 
surface. 

3.2. Digital assessment of the AOF-generated pattern fidelity  

The proof of concept for the computational operations of the 
digital level of the laser-based CPS is provided by successfully 
monitoring the fidelity between a physical pattern and its digital 
avatar. In this experiment, we ablated a large-area pattern onto a 
chromium substrate by scanning its surface with up to 19 AOF-
generated beamlets and using a CMOS camera to record the 

machining process. Figure 3 c) shows an optical image of a 
fraction of the physical pattern that was obtained by stitching 
together 11 frames of the recorded video. The corresponding 
digital counterpart (a binary pattern in this case) is shown in 
Figure 3 d). At each time step, we used cross-correlation to 
evaluate the fidelity or similarity between the instantaneous 
physical pattern and the final digital copy. As shown in Figure 3 
e), initially (t = 0), the fidelity is 0 because the physical pattern 
does not yet exist and it increases at each time step as soon as the 
ablation proceeds, indicating that the laser-machining process is 
performing well. Notably, deviation from the expected trend can 
be used to predict errors or the failure of one or more physical 
objects in the LDW station. 

Our results clearly prove that the functionalities of the AOF-
LDW station can be augmented by collecting data from the 
physical space and using it to monitor the similarity between the 
machined workpiece and its digital copy. In the future, the digital 
pattern could be decomposed into fundamental patterns, for 
instance, by means of Fourier transformation, in order to directly 
provide the AOF system with suitable driving parameters. In 
conjunction with appropriate XYZ scanning, this strategy will 
enable the realisation of totally automatised and digitally 
controlled laser-based machining tools. 

 As we implement more computational operations and 
improve data collection capabilities at the physical level, with 
sensors or advanced imaging methods, interesting possibilities 
will continue to emerge, providing novel opportunities for laser 
machining tool development and optimisation. 

 

Figure 3. Cyber-physical system for AOF-enabled laser manufacturing. a) The architecture of the laser-based CPS comprises a physical (top) and digital (bottom) 
level. The former consists of an LDW station integrating an AOF cavity that is conjugated with the plane of the workpiece by means of a series of converging 
lenses. The physical and digital levels are connected through a network that offers access to the AOF-LDW station to users, workstations, or data-storage 
devices. B–e) Digital assessment of the workpiece fidelity. b) Schematic description of the strategy used for large-area patterning with an AOF-shaped laser 
beam. c) Large field-of-view image of the ablated pattern. d) Digital copy of the target pattern. e) Fidelity between the physical and digital patterns at different 
time steps. 
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4. MATERIAL PROCESSING WITH THE AOF-LDW STATION 

The previous sections demonstrate that AOF technology can 
be effectively integrated into an LDW station and then into a 
cyber-physical system. What remains is proving if the AOF 
technology enables high-throughput laser manufacturing. To 
answer this question, we used the AOF-LDW to machine several 
materials (metals, semiconductors, and polymers) in both 
additive and subtractive mode. 

Figure 4 shows two examples of subtractive laser 
manufacturing of semiconductors and metals, e.g. patterns 
ablated in silicon [Figure 4. a)] and palladium [Figure 4. b)]. For 
the ablation of Si, we used both piezoelectric couples of the AOF 
cavity to generate a 2D distribution of the diffracted beamlets. In 
detail, driving the piezoelectric plates at the resonant frequency 

of 𝑓𝑟 = 4.5 MHz led to a 5-fold enhancement in the throughput 
of the manufacturing process. Alternatively, for the ablation of 
palladium, we used only one axis of the AOF cavity, which we 
modulated between the ON and OFF states while snake-
scanning the sample surface. This strategy resulted in a more 
complex pattern and a 9-fold enhancement (in the ON state) in 
the throughput of the laser ablation. 

As shown in Figure 5, the AOF-LDW station also allows for 
the machining of an entire area with single-laser irradiation when 
interference patterns are used. We tested this functionality in 
both additive [Figure 5 a) and b)] and subtractive [Figure 5 c) and 
d)] modes. Figure 5 a) in particular shows photo-polymerised 
structures formed by scanning an epoxy resin along the X-axis 
with an intensity pattern generated at an acoustic frequency of 
1.2 MHz. To increase the complexity of the polymeric structures, 
we exploited the binary modulation (ON–OFF and vice versa) 

of the AOF cavity while snake-scanning the resin. Figure 5 b) 
shows a 3D map of a representative portion of the photo-
polymerised structures that highlights the high quality of the 
prepared surfaces without evident defects or irregularities. 

Figure 5 c) shows an example of a metallic pattern that we 
obtained with the laser-ablation of a palladium substrate. In this 
experiment, the substrate surface was snake-scanned with two 
alternating interference patterns generated by driving a single 
piezoelectric pair at the acoustic frequencies of 1.2 MHz and 
1.8 MHz, respectively. This strategy resulted in two closely 
periodic microstructures (aligned with the interference pattern) 
with periods of 2.1 µm and 2.9 µm, respectively. Interestingly, 
the atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements in Figure 5 
d), on a fraction of these structures, reveal the existence of 
periodic nanoripples (width ~ 250 nm and period ~ 500 nm) 
orthogonal to the interference pattern. Also known as laser-
induced periodic surface structures or LIPSS, they are of great 
interest for industrial applications such as structural coloration, 
control of surface wetting, engineering bacterial and cellular 
proliferation on substrates, and optimisation of the tribology of 
a surface [35]-[39]. 

5. CONCLUSION 

An AOF-LDW system is a feasible and functional machine 
tool for I4. In particular, the high speed and versatility, in terms 
of beam shaping, offered by the AOF cavity enables high-
throughput laser manufacturing of various materials of industrial 
interest with both additive and subtractive functionality. The 
shape of the laser beam depends on the amplitude, frequency, 
and phase of the oscillating refractive index of the liquid in the 
cavity. As such, rapid pattern selection is possible by simply 
adjusting the driving signals. As our results demonstrate, 
integrating the AOF cavity into an LDW station is simple, and, 
with few optical elements (lenses), either beam parallelisation or 
the generation of an interference pattern can be selected. The 
AOF-LDW station is digitally controlled and can be connected 
to cyberspace, enabling the realisation of a laser-based cyber-
physical system with advanced manufacturing functionalities. 

We can anticipate that in conjunction with the use of 
intelligent systems [40] and improved wireless connections, the 
AOF-enabled cyber-physical system will enable the realisation of 
autonomous manufacturing tools that adapt their operations in 
response to feedback, collected data, or their own learning 
abilities. 

6. APPENDIX – MATERIALS AND METHODS 

6.1. Optical Characterisation Setup  

Light intensity distributions produced with the AOF cavity 
were recorded with a CMOS camera (ThorLabs, DCC1545M) 
placed after the lens system used to generate either beamlets or 
interference patterns. A 445 nm laser was used in this experiment 

(Coherent CUBE 445‐40C). 

6.2. Laser Polymerisation  

Pentaerythritol triacrylate and isopropylthioxanthone were 

purchased from Sigma‐Aldrich and used as a negative resin and 
photo initiator, respectively. Photopolymerisation was induced 
by scanning the resin with an AOF-generated interference patter 
with a dose of 0.3 µJ per pulse. To remove the uncured resin, the 
sample was immersed in methanol for five minutes and then 
rinsed with isopropanol. 

 

Figure 4. Laser material processing with multiple beamlets. a) Optical image 
of a pattern ablated into silicon with a beamlet distribution obtained by 
driving the X- and Y-axis of the AOF cavity at the same resonant frequency. 
b) Laser ablation of a chromium substrate generated by snake scanning the 
sample surface while the AOF cavity was alternating between the ON and OFF 
states. The insets show a magnified view of the patterns, ablated with a single 
laser irradiation and corresponding laser intensity distributions. 
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6.3. Sample Characterisation 

Laser-modified materials were inspected with a scanning 

electron microscope (JSM‐6390, JEOL) at an acceleration 

voltage of 10 kV. Polymeric samples were sputter‐coated with 
10 nm of gold to inhibit charging effects. The height map of the 
polymeric structures was measured with an optical profilometer 

(Zeta‐20, Zeta Instruments). The morphology of the metal 

surfaces was imaged with an atomic force microscope (MFP‐3D, 
Asylum Research) operating in tapping mode in air. The probes 

(PPP‐NCHR, Nanosensors) were aluminium-coated Si 
cantilevers with a resonance frequency of 330 kHz, spring 

constant of 40 N m−1, and tip‐radius of 5 nm. Amplitude images 
were collected by scanning 10 × 10 µm2 areas with a resolution 
of 256 × 256 pixels. 

6.4. Measurement of the Transfer Function 

To acquire the amplitude and phase of the transfer function 
of the resonant cavity, a sinusoidal signal was applied to one of 
the piezoelectric plates (transmitters) while acquiring the signal 
of the opposed plate (receiver) with an oscilloscope. A sinusoidal 
function was fitted to both recorded signals to measure both 

their amplitude ratio, 𝐴𝑅/𝐴𝑇, and phase shift, 𝜙𝑅  − 𝜙𝑇. The 
transfer function was obtained by sweeping the frequency of the 
driving signal in the interval of 0.99–1.015 MHz. 
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